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Introduction: Texture and shape of  materials are  
so important to distinguish inorganic crystals and or-
ganic life materials [1-4]. Crystal shape formed at 
sharp line of crystal plane shows line or rectangular 
shape due to atomic arrangement along crystal planes. 
On other hand, round shapes of sphere, spherule or 
flow textures are main characteristics for active life-
like materials with flow liquid activity. The clear dif-
ference of material texture is the main clue for origin 
of life, which is main purpose of the present study. 

Significance for texture of the materials: There 
are many works on chemistry and physics with time on 
life materials by various researchers. However the 
remnants to prove formation of reaction and location 
with material growth are not discussed so well due to 
old age and long distance in planetary spaces. In this 
sense, we can observe it at present time by remained 
texture and shape by nano-technology with in-situ ob-
servation by the scanning electron microscopy (FE-
SEM) with high magnification method [1, 2]. The 
present works on nano-bacteria-like flow texture are 
discussed based on the FE-SEM data taken by authors. 

Differences with linear and flow textures: Tex-
ture and shape of materials are remnants of growth 
process of slow or rapid cooling process to produce 
solid states of crystal or glasses from solid or liquid 
state as follows [1]: 
1) Almost all inorganic crystals show sharp line of 
crystal plane to produce texture of line or rectangular 
shape due to atomic linear-arrangement along crystal 
planes, as shown in Table 1.  
2) However, organic crystals quenched to solid mate-
rials replaced by inorganic materials (called as “fossil” 
of organic life remnants) are used to show round 
shapes of spheres, spherules or flow textures based on 
flow liquid activity (in Table 1). 
3) If there are any life-related materials in any planeta-
ry bodies, any fossil textures with flow and curved 
shapes should be obtained in nano-size scale (as shown 
in Table 1):  
    
Table 1. Textures of crystal and organic life materials. 
  Materials     Texture  types
1) Inorganic crystals:
   Linear boundary (as crystal planes)
2) Organic life materials:

Curved and round fossil-like textures
 (as liquid and flow reactions)

 

  Impacts on carbon-rich materials in air or va-
cuum: In order to distinguish between impact shocks 
in vacuum and air conditions, carbon-rich materials of 
carbon-fires are used to produce nano-textures for the 
FE-SEM observation  study as follows [1]: 
 1) Shock wave reaction was performed with an 
Nd:YAG pulse laser on carbon fibers in vacuum and 
air conditions to produce nano-textures during impact 
shock conditions during the breaking of the targets. 
2) Two clear different nano-textures are obtained in 
vacuum (without any air or water) and air (with oxy-
gen and trace elements) conditions. 

  Nano-textures by shock wave in vacuum condi-
tion: Nano-carbon textures in vacuum shock wave 
have been produced as follows [1, 2]: 
1) Irregular mechanical cracks are formed on the car 
bon fibers as shown in Fig. 1. Two steps of larger  
and smaller cracks near the shock front, where there 
are few flow-textures or high-pressure carbons of  
nano-diamonds (as shown in Fig. 1). 
2) On higher shock fronts, there are considerably    
nano-textures of diamond carbons with granular grains.  
3) There are no additional compositions after vacuum 
shock wave (as carbon-rich composition relatively). 
4) Strong shock waves are transported relatively for 
the core of carbon-fibers. 
5) It is found in Fig.1 that there is no formation of life-
like carbon textures  in vacuum condition (as in space). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Electron micrograph of nano-textures of carbon fibre 
by impacts in vacuum with the laser experiment. There are 
many cracks at two steps of larger (in left of the Figure) and 
smaller (in right of the Figure) crack textures, which sug-
gests there are no formation of life-life texture in vacuum 
condition of space even if there are carbon-rich materials. 
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  Nano-textures by shock wave in air condition: 
Nano-carbon textures in air shock wave have been 
produced as follows: 
1) Mechanical cracks are not formed clearly on the  
carbon fibers as shown in Fig. 2. There are many flow- 
textures with “irregular shapes”,  but many shapes of 
high-pressure types are not obtained as shown in Fig. 2. 
2) On higher impact s of shock fronts, wormy textures  
with flow-reactions are obtained so much,  whereas  
few nano- textures of diamond  carbons are observed.  
3) There are relatively additional minor compositions 
after air shock wave run (mainly from oxygen-rich air). 
4) Strong shock waves are transported relatively on the 
surface with flow-like textures on the carbon-fibers. 
5) It is suggested in Fig. 2 that there are strong forma-
tions of life-like flow-textures in air carbon condition , 
which can be applied to any planetary surfaces with air. 
 

 

200nm  
Fig. 2. Electron micrographs of nano-textures of carbon fi-
bers by shock wave at air condition of the laser experiment. 
There are many spheres and flow-like textures. It is first 
result that there are significant formation of life-life flow and 
round textures in air condition (not in vacuum condition)  
even if there are carbon-rich materials on any planetary sur-
faces (with condition with some airs or liquids).  

Application for nano-bacteria-like textures: The 
present results can be summarized to exsobiology or 
astrobiology aspects as follows: 
1) Nano-bacteria-like textures which are found in air-
planets of the Earth  (probably in Mars [5]), are proved 
also by similar formations of the fusion crusts (as in 
iron-rich oxides) of the Kuga iron meteorite [1, 2], and 
present artificial results of shock waves in air condi-
tion on carbon fibers, where common energy to form 
these flow-textures are impact shock-wave reactions. 
2) There are “no regular forms” or cracks on impact 
flow textures shown in Fig.2, which supports that na-
no-bacteria textures on the Martian meteorite [5] are 
not formed direct by air-impacts or fusion crusts on the 
meteorite-burning in air-planets of the Earth and Mars. 
3) First flow-textures (even inorganic carbon-rich ma-
terials) are easily formed at any impacts on air-
planetary bodies (with oxygen-bearing air) or any mo-
lecular-rich dusts or smaller bodies in space [3, 4]. 
4) There are no clear differences in nano-textures 
formed from inorganic carbons or from organic bacte-
ria-like materials (by air-impacts), where it should be 
checked the minor elements of  nitrogen (N), oxygen 
(O) and hydrogen (H) in the nano-textures if it is fresh 
or isolated materials before the detailed analyses. 
      Summary: The present results are summarized as 
follows: 
1) The remained textures and shapes of materials are 
observed with the in-situ scanning electron microscopy 
(FE-SEM) with high magnification method in details.   
2) Organic crystals replaced by inorganic nano-fossil 
materials show  relatively “regular” round shapes of 
sphere, spherule or flow textures, though direct irregu-
lar nano-textures are obtained in the rapid air-reactions 
of fusion-crusts of the Kuga iron meteorite and present 
impact experiments on carbon fibers. 
3) Impacts on air-condition produce mainly irregular 
flow-texture, which are not often in vacuum impacts. 
4) The present irregular cracks and flow nano-textures 
are different relatively with regular nano-bacteria tex-
tures on the Martian meteorite, which are formed orig-
inally at any reactions in the Martian circumstances. 
5) It is found in this study that first nano-flow-like 
textures are strongly formed at any impacts on air-
planetary bodies or molecular-rich dusts, satellites or 
smaller bodies in space. 
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